FACT SHEET

IP CAMERAS

Go beyond surveillance to gain
better business intelligence
As customer demands change and business needs grow—organizations must leverage all the tools
available to gather the rich business intelligence they need. Powerful, intelligent IP cameras from
Windstream Enterprise go beyond surveillance to provide your organization with detailed analytics for a
comprehensive view of customer behaviors to help drive business growth while protecting your business.

IP cameras
Gain better business
intelligence while improving
your security with IP
cameras. More than video
surveillance, these intelligent,
cloud-managed cameras are
incredibly simple to deploy,
configure and manage,
providing you with valuable
business insights while
protecting your organization
against cyber‑attacks
and eliminating the need
for vulnerable NVR.

Advanced analytics
Industry-leading analytics and machine
learning capabilities provide rich business
intelligence
Centralized cloud management
An intuitive, online dashboard provides
secure management of all your cameras
from anywhere in the world, no extra
software required
Everything’s included
With video storage and powerful
hardware—there’s no need for NVR
software or extra analytics packages

Highly secure
Cameras automatically purchase
publicly signed SSL certificates and all
management data is always encrypted by
default
Bandwidth conscious
Video is stored on the camera—not in the
cloud—ensuring mission-critical network
activities get the bandwidth they need
Always up-to-date
Feature releases, firmware updates and
bug fixes are always pushed automatically
and at no additional cost

How do IP cameras deliver on your needs?
Better business intelligence

Encryption/network security

Beyond simple

Gathers motion heat mapping analytics
and other data for customer behavior
tracking, public safety and more

Automatic publicly signed SSL
certifications

Centralized cloud management makes it
exceptionally easy to deploy, configure
and operate

Object detection provides deep business
insights without bulky servers by using
computer vision and machine learning
that increases accuracy over time

Analytics functionalities are anonymized
to ensure privacy while providing
intelligence
No NVR means one less point of
vulnerability, as NVR/DVR is the second
most targeted piece of the networking
stack during cyber-attacks

Online dashboard combined with
processing and storage of video on the
camera itself eliminates the need for
vulnerable NVR/VMS software

Camera models
Model

MV21
Fixed dome camera for indoor
security

MV12
Compact dome camera for indoor
security

MV71
Fixed dome camera for demanding
environments

Storage

128GB high write endurance solid
state storage

256GB integrated high-endurance
solid state storage

128GB high write endurance solid
state storage

Video

720p video recording with H.264
encoding

1080p video recording with H.264
encoding

720p video recording with H.264
encoding

Lens

3-10mm vari-focal lens

114° horizontal field of view (FOV)
captures a whole scene

3-10mm vari-focal lens

Illumination

IR illumination up to 30m or 98ft

IR illumination up to 30m

Wireless

802.11ac wireless

Audio

Microphone for audio recording

About Windstream Enterprise
Windstream Enterprise collaborates with businesses across the U.S. to drive digital transformation
by delivering solutions that solve today’s most complex networking and communication challenges.
To learn more about IP cameras, visit windstreamenterprise.com
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